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Abstract

In pediatric burns the use of systemic antibiotic prophylaxis is a standard procedure in some

burn centers, though its beneficial effect on the infectious complications is debated. The

present meta-analysis aimed at determining whether systemic antibiotic prophylaxis pre-

vents infectious complications in pediatric patients with burn injuries. We searched the

PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Library databases from inception to August 2019. We

included 6 studies, in which event rates of infectious complications were reported in children

with burn injuries receiving or not receiving systemic antibiotic prophylaxis. We found that

the overall odds ratio (OR) of developing an infection (including local and systemic) was not

different between the groups (OR = 1.35; 95% CI, 0.44, 4.18). The chances for systemic

infectious complications alone were also not different between antibiotic-treated and non-

treated patients (OR = 0.74; 95% CI, 0.38, 1.45). Based on the age, affected total body sur-

face area, and country income level, we did not find any subgroup that benefited from the

prophylaxis. Our findings provide quantitative evidence for the inefficacy of systemic antibi-

otic prophylaxis in preventing infections in pediatric burns. To validate our conclusion, multi-

national, randomized trials in a diverse population of children with burn injuries are

warranted.

Introduction

Burn injuries in children constitute a major challenge for health care. The incidence and mor-

tality rates of burns show a declining trend worldwide, mainly due to the decreased rates in

highly developed countries [1], but several reports indicate an increasing incidence rate of
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burns in children in well-developed countries like Finland [2], the Netherlands [3], and the

Czech Republic [4]. Children accounted for nearly 50% of the population with severe burn

injuries in an analysis of studies from 22 European countries, which included data from more

than 186,500 patients [5]. The majority of childhood burns occurred in children younger than

5 years of age [5]. In the US, burns were the third leading cause of unintentional injury and

death for 1 to 9 year-old children in 2006 [6]. Of 1,559 injured children in low income coun-

tries in 2007, burns were also the third most frequent (13%) cause of injuries and had the high-

est (79%) admission rate among all types of unintentional injuries [7]. According to a recent

global estimate, the overall child burn mortality is 2.5 per 100,000, and it is negatively corre-

lated with the economic level of the country, being as high as 9.5 per 100,000 in low income

countries such as Mongolia, Rwanda, and Togo [8]. The highest fire-related death rates occur

in children younger than four years of age [6].

Burns can be caused by extreme heat (e.g., hot surfaces, fluids, and flame), chemicals, elec-

tricity, friction or radiation. Scald burns are the most frequent type of thermal injuries in chil-

dren under the age of 5 years [5, 6], while between 5 and 16 years of age flame burns are most

common [6]. The severity of the burn injury is influenced by several factors, including the

nature and duration of the exposure, age and premorbid health and wealth conditions of the

child, as well as regional and socioeconomic factors [6, 9]. Burns are classified based on the

extent of the damage to the skin layers (depth of burns) and the size of affected skin area,

assessed as percentage of total body surface area (TBSA) [10].

Infections, including wound, respiratory, and urinary tract infections, as well as those asso-

ciated with sepsis, are among the most common complications of burns [11]. In pediatric

patients, sepsis is a leading cause of mortality after burn injury, accounting for up to 54% of

deaths [12, 13]. Burn wound infections and subsequently sepsis can occur in patients with par-

tial-thickness or full-thickness burn injuries [11]; deeper burns present higher risk for infec-

tions [11, 14]. Despite these alarming data, there are no firm rules or guidelines for

prophylactic, systemic antibiotic administration in pediatric patients with burn injury. It is

recommended that systemic antibiotic administration should be reserved for cases with clear

evidence of infection [10], but about 60% of the burn centers in the UK did not have a formal

policy on the use of antibiotics, and there was no consensus on antibiotic prophylaxis, accord-

ing to a study published in 1995 [15]. A more current survey revealed that standard operating

procedures were implemented in less than half of UK burn units [16], and a recent study

showed notable variations in guideline use for diagnosing and managing infections in pediat-

ric burns [17]. Inappropriate use of antibiotics in burn injuries can increase the chance for

complications [18] and result in antibiotic resistance [19], hence it can raise the cost of health-

care to both patients and the community [20]. The present meta-analysis of published clinical

trials aims at determining whether systemic antibiotic prophylaxis improves the outcome of

pediatric burn injuries. Similar analyses were performed in adult burn patients [21, 22] and

helped to form guidelines [23].

Materials and methods

Search strategy

The meta-analysis was conducted as described in our recent studies [24, 25]. In brief, we fol-

lowed the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analy-

sis Protocols [26] (Table A in S1 File). The question of our analysis was formulated with the

Participants, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome (PICO) model: in children with burn

injury, we aimed to assess the effect of systemic antibiotic prophylaxis on infectious
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complications. This meta-analysis has been registered with PROSPERO International Prospec-

tive Register of Systematic Reviews (registration number: CRD42018102498).

We searched the PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Library databases for relevant articles

from inception to August 2019 with the following query: “(antibiotic� OR antimicrobial�)

AND (prophylaxis OR prophylactic) AND (burn� OR scald OR flame) AND (pediatric� OR

child�)”. Search results were filtered for human studies. The search was conducted separately

by two authors (AC, GJ), who also assessed study eligibility and extracted data from the

selected studies independently. Disagreements were resolved by consensus, if needed, with the

help of a third party (AG). As a specific example for the search, in the EMBASE database,

which identified the highest number of articles, the term “(antibiotic� OR antimicrobial�)

AND (prophylaxis OR prophylactic) AND (burn� OR scald OR flame) AND (pediatric� OR

child�)” was entered and retrieved 230 records, which decreased to 213 studies after the

“humans” filter was selected.

Study selection and data extraction

After screening of the titles and abstracts of the publications identified with the literature

search, the full texts of potentially eligible articles were obtained. We included studies which

compared event rates of systemic and local complications of burns between children receiving

and not receiving systemic antibiotic prophylaxis. Antibiotic prophylaxis was defined as sys-

temic antibacterial drug administration to patients without confirmed infection and systemic

inflammatory signs. Wound infection was considered as local complication, while systemic

complications included sepsis and suspected toxic shock syndrome.

From the included studies, we extracted the country of origin, characteristics of the patient

population (sample size, age, TBSA), and complication events in the different treatment

groups (i.e., with or without systemic antibiotic prophylaxis) of children with burn injuries.

To evaluate the quality of the studies included in the meta-analysis, two independent

reviewers (AC and BT) assessed the bias of a randomized controlled trial according to the

Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool for Randomized Controlled studies [27] (Table B in S1 File), while

the quality of other study types was assessed by using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale [28]

(Table C in S1 File).

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed according to the standard methods of meta-analysis.

Patients were grouped as either treated with systemic antibiotic prophylaxis or not. Pooled

odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for infectious complications in pediatric

patients with burn injuries were calculated for the dichotomous outcomes. In all forest plots,

we applied the random-effect model with DerSimonian-Laird estimation. The OR was calcu-

lated by dividing the ratio of events to no events in the antibiotic-treated group with the same

ratio in the group without systemic antibiotic prophylaxis. Statistical heterogeneity was deter-

mined by the I2 statistical test (P<0.1 indicating significant heterogeneity), while publication

bias was assessed by the visual inspection of funnel plots (Figs A and B in S1 File), as described

elsewhere [24, 25]. Heterogeneity in clinical outcomes was explored by creating different sub-

groups (age, income, TBSA, type of complication). Sensitivity analysis (i.e., iteratively remov-

ing one study from the analyses and recalculating OR to investigate the impact of each

individual study on the summary estimate) showed no difference in the final pooled results.

The analyses were performed using the Stata 11 SE software (StataCorp LLC, College Station,

TX, USA).
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Results

Study selection

Fig 1 presents the flow chart of the study selection. Until August 2019 the electronic literature

search identified altogether 432 human studies from the PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane

Library databases. After removing duplicates, 349 articles remained, which were screened on

title and abstract for inclusion criteria. Full texts of 41 articles were reviewed and, in the end, 6

publications were found eligible for statistical analysis [18, 29–33], which included data from a

total of 1,735 patients. The descriptive characteristics of these studies are shown in Table D in

S1 File.

Effects of systemic antibiotic prophylaxis on local and systemic infectious

complications in children with burn injuries

First, we analyzed whether systemic antibiotic prophylaxis has an effect on the OR for either

local or systemic infectious complications. Studies which separately reported the event rates of

local [18, 33] or systemic complications [18, 30, 31] were included in the forest plot (Fig 2).

Prophylactic administration of systemic antibiotics did not cause a significant change in the

odds for systemic infections (OR = 0.74; 95% CI, 0.38, 1.45). With regards to local complica-

tions, the use of antibiotics did not have a significant effect in either of the two included stud-

ies, however, their averaged result (OR = 0.99; 95% CI, 0.40, 2.47) should be taken with

scrutiny due to the low number of studies in this subgroup. The odds of all infectious compli-

cations (i.e., both systemic and local) was also not significantly different between the antibi-

otic-treated and non-treated groups (OR = 0.82; 95% CI, 0.48, 1.40) (Fig 2).

Chance for infectious complications in different subgroups of pediatric

burn patients treated or not treated with systemic antibiotic prophylaxis

Next, we divided the studies into different subgroups according to the known risk factors of

the outcome of burns and data availability. Unlike in the first forest plot (Fig 2), where sys-

temic and local complications were distinguished from each other, in the remaining part of

our meta-analysis we considered all (i.e., both local and systemic) complications together as

the outcome. Using the combined rate of complications allowed us to include two studies in

the analysis, in which the separate event rates of local and systemic complications were not

reported [29, 32]. Merging the rates of local and systemic complications looked rational, for

we did not find a significant difference in the OR between systemic and local complications

(Fig 2).

Based on the age range of the patient populations, the studies were assigned to either of two

subgroups: limited to children only, viz., under 10 years of age [29, 30, 32], or also including

adolescents up to the age of 16 years [18, 31, 33]. It should be mentioned that if the electronic

search was expanded to children and adolescents, the number of eligible studies for quantita-

tive analysis did not increase. Systemic antibiotic prophylaxis did not change the chance for

complications in either of the age groups (Fig 3). The OR in the younger (children only) group

was 1.75 (95% CI, 0.24, 13.09), while in the older group, which also included adolescents, it

was 1.19 (95% CI, 0.44, 3.19). Antibiotic administration did not have any effect on the odds for

infections when all 6 studies in the forest plot were combined (OR = 1.35, 95% CI, 0.44, 4.18)

(Fig 3).

Based on the mean TBSA affected by the burns, the studies were divided into subgroups of

less than 20% [18, 30, 31, 33] and more than 20% of injured TBSA [29, 32]. The reported values

of TBSA are included in Table D in S1 File for each study. We did not find a significant effect

Systemic antibiotic prophylaxis in pediatric burn injury
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of systemic antibiotic prophylaxis on the chance of infectious complications in the subgroup

consisting of studies with less than 20% affected TBSA (OR = 0.84, 95% CI, 0.37, 1.91) (Fig 4).

Though the OR was also not significant in the subgroup with more than 20% of injured TBSA,

this group included only 2 studies, which is not sufficient for proper meta-analysis.

Fig 1. Flow chart of study selection and inclusion.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223063.g001
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Regarding the economic status of the country of the studies, the studies were divided into

high-income [30–33] and middle-income subgroups [18, 29] according to classification of the

countries in the World Bank Data. Our analysis showed no significant effect of antibiotic pro-

phylaxis on the chance for infections in either of the subgroups. The OR in the high-income

subgroup was 1.35 (95% CI, 0.21, 8.77) (Fig 5). The use of antibiotics was also without an effect

in either of 2 studies in middle-income countries (Fig 5), but caution is needed regarding their

averaged OR due to the low number of studies in this subgroup.

Discussion

In the present study, we show that systemic antibiotic prophylaxis has no beneficial effects on

the risk for infectious complications in pediatric burn injuries. By analyzing data of a total of

1,735 patients, we found that no patient subgroup (based on the age, injured TBSA or country

income) benefited (in regards to odds for infectious complications) from receiving prophylac-

tic antibiotic treatment, as compared to burn patients without antibiotic treatment.

Fig 2. Forest plot of the odds ratios (ORs) for systemic and local subgroups of infectious complications in pediatric patients with burn injuries who

received systemic antibiotic prophylaxis compared to those who did not. Here, and in Figs 3–5, black circles represent the OR for each study, while the left

and right horizontal arms of the circles indicate the corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the OR. The size of the gray box is proportional to the

sample size of the study; bigger box represents larger sample size, thus bigger relative weight of the study, and vice versa. The diamonds represent the average

OR calculated from the ORs of the individual studies in a subgroup (top and middle) and in all studies (bottom). The left and right vertices of the diamonds

represent the 95% CI of the average ORs. The vertical dashed line is determined by the low and top vertices of the bottom diamond and indicates the value of

the average OR of all studies in the forest plot. An OR lesser than 1 indicates that the use of systemic antibiotic prophylaxis decreased the chance for infectious

complications, whereas an OR higher than 1 indicates an increased chance for infections in the antibiotic-treated children.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223063.g002
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Infectious complications are often feared as threats after burn injuries. Superficial burns

(traditionally named as first-degree burn), which affect only the epidermis, usually do not

require specialized medical care. On the contrary, in deeper burns, which penetrate into the

dermis (i.e., partial-thickness, formerly second-degree) or damage the entire dermis and

potentially even deeper tissues (i.e., full-thickness, formerly third- and higher-degree burns),

the chance of infectious complications is proportionally increasing with the depth of the burn

[11]. Deeper burns usually require complex conventional and surgical interventions [10, 34],

among them partial-thickness burns are the most common type in children [9, 35, 36].

As part of the primary treatment of deeper burns, systemic antibiotic prophylaxis is occa-

sionally initiated [15, 17], even though there is no clinical evidence for such indication of anti-

microbial treatment. In fact, The International Society for Burn Injuries recommends to avoid

prophylactic systemic antibiotics in acute burns [23], which guideline is based in part on meta-

analyses of data obtained in adult burn patients [21, 22]. In pediatric burns, however, no meta-

analysis has been performed, to the best of our knowledge, only a systematic review was pub-

lished which lacked quantitative statistical analysis [37]. The present work aimed at filling this

gap by conducting a meta-analysis of 6 articles [18, 29–33] identified based on an extensive lit-

erature search. We showed that systemic antibiotic prophylaxis did not decrease the chance

Fig 3. Forest plot of the odds ratios (ORs) for all infectious complications in pediatric patients of 0–10 years (top) and 0–16 years (bottom) with burn injuries who

received versus those who did not receive systemic antibiotic prophylaxis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223063.g003
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for systemic and all infectious complications. As a matter of fact, when we included the rates of

all infectious complications from all 6 eligible studies in our analysis, we found that the overall

chance for developing an infection tended to be 35% higher in antibiotic-treated patients

(n = 917) than in patients without antibiotic prophylaxis (n = 818), as indicated by the overall

OR of 1.35 (95% CI, 0.44, 4.18) (Figs 3–5), although the difference did not reach the level of

statistical significance. In accordance, a higher rate of infectious complications was reported in

children with burn injuries who received antibiotic prophylaxis in two of the analyzed studies

[18, 32]. It was thought to be due to the overgrowth of resistant microorganisms, thereby

resulting in infections by opportunistic pathogens in the urinary tract, airways, and middle ear

[18]. Antibiotic prophylaxis did not prevent wound infection or potential lethal consequences

in the study in 80 pediatric patients with burn injuries conducted by Chahed et al. [29], which

was, to our knowledge, the only randomized clinical trial designed to investigate the necessity

of systemic antibiotic prophylaxis. Similarly, antibiotic prophylaxis was concluded to be

unnecessary in two other studies [30, 33], whereas yet another suggested that prophylactic

antibiotics may prevent toxic shock syndrome, based on data obtained from 50 pediatric

patients with burn injuries [31]. It has to be noted, however, that in the latter study only 3

patients became septic in the entire study population: 2 (of 39) in the antibiotic-treated group

and 1 (of 11) in the group without prophylaxis [31]. Due to the low numbers, these results

should be interpreted with caution, as also noted by the authors.

Fig 4. Forest plot of the odds ratios (ORs) for all infectious complications in pediatric patients with burn injuries who received versus those who did not

receive systemic antibiotic prophylaxis in subgroups of less than 20% (top) and more than 20% (bottom) mean extent of injury as related to the total body

surface area (TBSA).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223063.g004
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The results of our meta-analysis regarding the lack of efficacy of prophylactic antibiotics on

the overall infection rate in pediatric burns are in harmony with the conclusions drawn in the

majority of previous human studies [18, 29, 30, 32, 33], a systematic review [37], and recent

guidelines [23]. Moreover, by quantitative synthesis of the data reported in the identified arti-

cles, our results strengthen the body of evidence for the avoidance of systemic antibiotic pro-

phylaxis in pediatric burns. However, pooling all reported data together and analyzing only

the overall infection rate may mask a potentially beneficial effect of antibiotics in a specific sub-

set of pediatric patients. Therefore, we also performed the meta-analysis in different sub-

groups, which were defined based on known risk factors reported in the identified studies. We

found 3 parameters that were reported in sufficient details for subgroup analysis: age, affected

TBSA, and country income. We assigned patients to subgroups based on these parameters.

Remarkably, there was no statistical difference in the chance of infections between pediatric

patients with and without systemic antibiotic prophylaxis in any of the three subgroups. These

results suggest that systemic antibiotic prophylaxis should be avoided in pediatric burns inde-

pendently of the age of pediatric patients, the injured TBSA, or the economic status of the

country.

Certain limitations of our study must be also mentioned. Despite the extensive database

search, only 6 studies could be included in the final analysis. This was sufficient for quantita-

tive synthesis, but when we divided the studies into subgroups, in some cases only 2 studies

Fig 5. Forest plot of the odds ratios (ORs) for all infectious complications in pediatric patients with burn injuries who received versus those who did not

receive systemic antibiotic prophylaxis in country subgroups of high income (top) and middle income (bottom).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0223063.g005
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per group remained. Although a review of the Cochrane Library revealed that numerous

meta-analyses are conducted with two studies [38], firm conclusions should not be drawn

from the meta-analysis of such small subgroups. All of the studies included in our meta-analy-

sis were single-center studies, ranging from retrospective [18, 30, 33] to prospective [31, 32] to

randomized clinical trials [29]. According to our quality assessment, only 3 studies were con-

sidered as good quality [18, 30, 32], while 2 studies as fair [31, 33], and 1 study as poor quality

[29]. Based on visual inspection of the funnel plots (Figs A and B in S1 File), some asymmetry

may be present, indicating the possible existence of publication bias, but statistical tests could

not be performed, because for those at least 10 studies are required according to the Cochrane

Handbook [39]. The depths of the burns in the patient populations were not reported in suffi-

cient details to allow for subgroup analysis of the infectious outcome separately in partial- and

full-thickness burns. Neither could we extract sufficient data about the latency from the time

of the burn injury till initiation and the duration of the systemic antibiotic prophylaxis. Infec-

tious comorbidities (or the lack of such) which had been already present in the children before

they suffered burn injury could not be assessed from the studies. Finally, the antibiotics admin-

istered to the children varied among the studies. While penicillins were used most commonly

for the prophylaxis [18, 29–31, 33], cephalosporins [18, 33] and macrolides [18, 30, 31] were

also used in some cases, while, in one study [32], the antibiotic was not identified. All these fac-

tors could influence infectious outcomes (whether systemic or local) in pediatric patients with

burn injuries, but, due to data unavailability, we could not account for these factors in the pres-

ent meta-analysis. The mentioned statistical, methodological, and medical differences in study

design can explain the considerably high between-study heterogeneity (indicated by an I2 of

~80%), as observed in our analysis (Figs 3–5). To account for the presence of heterogeneity,

we used the random-effects model in all forest plots of our meta-analyses. We also performed

leave-one-out sensitivity analysis to confirm that our findings were not driven by any single

study. However, it is still possible that, despite all of our approaches to reduce methodological

errors, the low number, different design and quality, and high heterogeneity of the analyzed

studies may have negatively impacted our results.

In conclusion, the present study shows that systemic antibiotic prophylaxis as a routine has

no benefits for the prevention of infectious complications in pediatric patients with burn inju-

ries. Our meta-analysis of the data available in literature provides quantitative support to the

position of avoiding routine use of the systemic antibiotic prophylaxis in pediatric burns. In

addition to the quantitative synthesis of the available data, which to our knowledge, is the first

in its field, we point out certain limitations in study design and data reporting, which, however,

can also be addressed in the design of future clinical trials. Multinational, randomized con-

trolled trials are warranted to validate our findings and prove unequivocally that routine sys-

temic antibiotic prophylaxis is not indicated in pediatric patients with burn injuries.

Supporting information

S1 File. Supporting information including Tables A-D and Figures A and B.

Table A. PRISMA 2009 checklist. Table B. Risk of bias assessment of a randomized controlled

trial included in the meta-analysis using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool for Randomized Con-

trolled Trials. Table C. Quality assessment of the studies included in the meta-analysis using

the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale. Table D. Summary of study characteristics for publications

included in the meta-analyses. Figure A. Funnel plot of the studies that were included in the

forest plot of the odds ratios (ORs) for systemic and local subgroups of infectious complica-

tions in children with burn injuries who received systemic antibiotic prophylaxis compared to

those who did not. Figure B. Funnel plot of the studies that were included in the forest plot of
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the odds ratios (ORs) for all infectious complications in children with burn injuries who

received versus those who did not receive systemic antibiotic prophylaxis in the age, TBSA,

and country income level subgroups.
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